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Abstract The linguistic frames used to describe new areas of science and technology can have

a powerful effect on the way that those technologies are perceived by the general public. As

geoengineering continues to attract scholarly and policy interest, a number of frames have

emerged in the scientific, political and media discourse. In the current paper, we provide an

empirical test of one of the most prevalent framing devices: describing geoengineering

technologies by analogy to natural processes. In an online experiment with members of the

UK public, participants who read a description of geoengineering technologies as analogous to

natural processes were more likely to support geoengineering as a response to climate change.

In addition, participants’ views about the relationship between geoengineering and nature

strongly predicted support for geoengineering. Our findings suggest that communicators

should be cautious when using natural analogies to communicate about geoengineering with

the general public, as frame choice is likely to influence public attitudes and potentially convey

undue positivity.

1 Introduction

1.1 Geoengineering & ‘the public’

Over the past 15 years, geoengineering—the deliberate large-scale manipulation of the

planetary environment to counteract anthropogenic climate change—has gradually started to

attract scholarly and policy interest (Belter and Seidel 2013). Geoengineering refers to a wide

range of proposals to use large-scale technologies to slow down and/or reverse the effects of
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anthropogenic climate change (Royal Society 2009). The only link between them is that they

all have the potential to be deployed in order to control or alter the Earth’s climate.

Very broadly, geoengineering technologies fall into two categories: proposals to remove a

proportion of Carbon Dioxide from the atmosphere (Carbon Dioxide Removal—CDR) and

proposals to reflect a proportion of sunlight away from the Earth, thereby lowering global

temperatures (Solar Radiation Management—SRM). The technologies implicated in these

proposals vary enormously on many important dimensions. Some are well-understood but

would be ineffectual unless deployed on an incredibly large scale (e.g. reforestation

programmes to absorb carbon dioxide). Others are considered to be effective at reducing global

temperatures but carry significant risks in terms of unintended consequences (e.g. the releasing

of reflective sulphate particles into the stratosphere to reflect sunlight—Royal Society 2009).

Research investigating technical questions about the feasibility and safety of putative

geoengineering technologies has started to proliferate (Belter and Seidel 2013; Vaughan and

Lenton 2011). The social and ethical dimensions of geoengineering have begun to be explored

by philosophers (Gardiner 2011; Hamilton 2013) and social scientists (Corner and Pidgeon

2010). And there is a relatively small (but growing) body of research which documents public

perceptions of geoengineering (Corner et al. 2012—and see the following section for a

selective overview).

In addition, the very concept of ‘geoengineering’ has been critically appraised and chal-

lenged as a useful category or label (Bellamy et al. 2013; Boucher et al. 2014; Cairns 2013;

Heyward 2013). Some have argued that geoengineering ought not be so strictly distinguished

from mitigation and adaptation policies, when in fact there are considerable conceptual

overlaps between the three approaches (Boucher et al. 2014; Heyward 2013; Markusson

et al. 2013a). Cairns (2013) suggested that the term geoengineering is sufficiently ambiguous

that it permits different actors to pursue multiple divergent interpretations (Cairns 2013).

Others have argued that, given the diversity of ideas covered by the term, an undue

focus has been placed on a relatively small number of technologies and that this is

‘closing down’ the debate about what geoengineering means (Bellamy et al. 2013). At the

very least, geoengineering as a linguistic object is heterogeneous (Markusson et al.

2013a), there are multiple and divergent framings of geoengineering already in existence,

and these framings are likely to impact on public perceptions in very different ways. In

fact, geoengineering is perhaps most usefully conceived of not as a technology or even a

set of technologies, but as a discursive phenomenon, the bounds of which are continually being

negotiated (Cairns 2013; Sikka 2012).

In the same way that geoengineering is a contested term, the idea of engaging the public

around new and emerging areas of technology like geoengineering is not unproblematic

(Macnaghten 2010; Stirling 2008). The concept of engaging a singular ‘public’ offers a useful

shorthand for thinking about the web of relations between socio-technical development and the

different ‘publics’ that in reality exist, but it does not reflect its complexity or plurality (Hauser

1999). In particular, although for a long time it was assumed that engaging publics on new

areas of science and technology was best characterised as ‘DEAD’ (Decide Educate Announce

and Defend—Hartz-Karp 2007), it is now widely agreed that non-experts do not have a

‘deficit’ of knowledge that requires ‘filling’ in order for their attitudes to fall in line with

those of scientists. Indeed, persuading the public of the worth of a new technology is not

generally considered to be an appropriate aim of engagement (Fiorino 1990; Stirling 2008).

Instead, non-experts bring a variety of considerations to bear including value-based con-

cerns often deemed unimportant or trivial by scientists and other expert commentators, but

which are likely to prove significant for laypeople (Pidgeon et al. 2013). When public

engagement occurs before significant research and development into a new technology has
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begun and prior to entrenched attitudes or social representations becoming established, it is

typically referred to as ‘upstream’ (Rogers-Hayden and Pidgeon 2007; Pidgeon et al. 2009;

Wilsdon and Willis 2004). Relevant ‘lay’ questions at an upstream phase in a technology’s

development might include asking what a technology is for, who is likely to own or profit from

it, or who will be responsible if things go wrong. Geoengineering technologies are clearly at an

upstream stage, but as Stilgoe (2011) has argued, it is the concept of geoengineering and the

imputed intent to deploy it (rather than any particular technology downstream) that is the focus

of much current engagement.

The general public are more accurately conceived of not as a static, monolithic entity but a

plurality of groups with a range of motivations and identities who can offer perspectives and

observations that go beyond a ‘narrow’ framing of the risks and benefits of a new technology

(Stirling 2008). In the context of geoengineering, this is reflected in the prevalence of

‘participatory’ research which permits competing or dissonant perspectives to be explored

(e.g., Pidgeon et al. 2013). As part of a growing commitment to the idea of ‘responsible

innovation’ among science-policy stakeholders, there is a great deal of interest in ensuring that

public views and values are incorporated in relevant science-policy decision making (Parkhill

et al. 2013; Stilgoe et al. 2014).

In the following section we outline findings from both participatory and experimental/

survey studies and attempt to draw some relevant conclusions about what members of the

public currently think about the nebulous concept of geoengineering—while acknowledging

that the notion of a singular ‘public’ is not without issue.

1.2 Perceptions of geoengineering

Multiple factors impact on public attitudes towards new and emerging areas of science

and technology. Based on analyses of public perceptions of issues such as GM crops, or

nanotechnologies, concerns about safety, corporate and governmental trustworthiness, the

distribution of potential benefits, and the unintended (or unforeseen) consequences of new

technologies all play a role in determining public perceptions of risk (Corner and Pidgeon

2012; Kearnes et al. 2006; Walls et al. 2005). In addition, there are a range of generic

factors that determine people’s perceptions of environmental and technological risks—such

as whether there is a chance of ‘catastrophic’ disaster; whether a risk seems controllable,

and (as we discuss in more detail below) whether a risk appears to be ‘natural’ or ‘artificial’

(Slovic 2000).

Geoengineering is no different in this regard, and when members of the public are

introduced to the topic of geoengineering in structured discussion groups and deliberative

workshops, a range of nuanced views and opinions are observed. In particular, people tend to

be more favourable towards CDM technologies, fearful of the unintended consequences of

climatic intervention and wary of the possibility that the risks of geoengineering will be greater

than those of the problem it is designed to solve (Corner et al. 2013; Macnaghten and

Szerszynski 2013). Reflecting the importance of concerns about ‘catastrophe’ for risk percep-

tions in general, Bellamy et al. (2012) found that the two most popular ways of conceptualising

geoengineering were as a climatic emergency, and as a ‘plan B’ response to insufficient

mitigation. Perceptions of geoengineering are partly a function of the existing social, political,

and moral views that people hold: individuals with more individualistic views are more likely

to be more favourable (Kahan et al. 2012). And although there appears to be limited support

for the notion of careful, incremental and transparent research into geoengineering (Pidgeon

et al. 2013), most people have serious reservations about ever deploying SRM technologies in

particular (Macnaghten & Szerszynski, 2013; Pidgeon et al. 2013).
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However, becausemost of the putative technologies included in the category ‘geoengineering’

do not yet (and may never) exist, most members of the public do not have strongly held or

entrenched views (Corner et al. 2012), and public awareness of geoengineering is still very

low (Corner et al. 2012). Typically, surveys of public opinion find that less than 5 % of

respondents claim any substantive knowledge about the issue, although a somewhat higher

number are able to offer a broadly accurate definition of the term ‘climate engineering’

(Mercer et al. 2011). There is significant interest in trying to understand the factors that

will influence public views as awareness about the subject grows, and one way that this

has been pursued is through analyses of the way that early media reports have framed

geoengineering.

1.3 Framing geoengineering

A growing body of literature has examined the emerging language, metaphors and frames used

in news articles to describe geoengineering. Early media coverage is of particular interest, as

initial media frames are sometimes described as ‘sticky’, meaning that after a dominant

framing of the issue has settled, further framings are more difficult to introduce (Nisbet

et al. 2003). Nerlich and Jaspal (2012) analysed a large corpus of news coverage from the

1980s to 2010, and found that it was dominated by three overarching metaphors: the planet as

a body that might be repaired, fixed or healed; the planet as a machine; and the planet as a

patient/addict. Within each of these metaphors are assumptions—or social ‘imaginaries’—

that speak to the way in which humans and the natural world are related. Nerlich and

Jaspal argued that the language of active scientists—as key communicators about

geoengineering—was shaping the way that geoengineering was being reported and debated

(see also Luokkanen et al. 2013).

Scholte et al. (2013) investigated how newspaper frames on geoengineering had evolved

over time, from 2002–2011. Their analysis emphasised that while initial media coverage

focused on the technical aspects of geoengineering—often describing geoengineering as a

‘technofix’ (whether positively or negatively)—frames emphasising more ambivalent posi-

tions emerged later. These tended to focus on concerns about conflict and governance, and

later still, on geoengineering as a ‘pragmatic’ response to climate change (given other policy

failures). Similarly, Porter and Hulme (2013) analysed geoengineering frames in the UK news

media, and found that underlying assumptions about the nature–human relationship were an

important influence on frame construction—whether embodied in framings of technological

innovation, societal risk, security or morality. Media coverage largely opposed to

geoengineering tended to utilise a conception of nature as all-powerful, rendering human

intervention futile. Broadly supportive media coverage, by comparison, tended to conceptual-

ise nature as something amenable to human will—with human incursions into the ‘natural’

domain viewed as indications of societal progress.

However, there have been no attempts to investigate the framing of geoengineering

experimentally, which is surprising given the prevalence of this form of research around other

contentious or emerging topics. For subjects as diverse as communicating climate change

(e.g., Bain et al. 2012; Morton et al. 2011), the strategies of social movements (Benford

and Snow 2000), and the perceived risks and benefits of nanotechnologies (Cobb 2005),

the controlled, experimental investigation of differing framing devices has been a rich

source of knowledge. In the current study, we seek to remedy the lack of experimental

framing research on geoengineering, by focusing on one prevalent frame in particular—

the comparison of certain geoengineering technologies to natural processes. Before we

introduce the design of the current research, we first outline the relationship between
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perceptions of geoengineering and perceptions of nature, which has played a particularly

central role so far in the geoengineering discourse.

1.4 Geoengineering and nature

There are multiple examples of geoengineering technologies being described by analogy to

natural processes and concepts (in both popular and academic publications). In particular,

stratospheric aerosol engineering is often described as operating in the same way that a

volcano does (e.g., by the Editor of Nature, Daniel Cressy1), while chemical CO2 removal

is frequently described (and depicted) as being analogous to the removal of CO2 from the

atmosphere by trees (e.g., Ipsos MORI, 2010). A Google search of the term ‘geoengineering’

with ‘artificial volcano’ returns more than 4,000 hits.2

The volcano analogy is not simply a useful communicative technique for scientists and

others who want to explain how stratospheric aerosol injection would work. The inspiration for

stratospheric aerosol engineering is the observed effect of volcanic eruptions that have taken

place, producing temporary but not entirely localised cooling effects. Volcanic eruptions

provide evidence that stratospheric sulphate particle injection leads to reductions in globally-

averaged surface temperatures (e.g., Pope et al. 2012). And, although chemical carbon capture

projects were not designed with the specific aim of imitating the process that trees and other

vegetation use to remove CO2 from the atmosphere, there is a clear and intuitive analogy. The

use of volcanos and trees as natural analogies for geoengineering technologies is not neces-

sarily ‘wrong’ or inappropriate. But while these characterisations might be technically accu-

rate, they also provide a powerful framing: that the way to think about these technologies is by

analogy to existing ‘natural’ processes.

In a series of structured discussion groups conducted with members of the public in 2010,

titled ‘Experiment Earth?’ (Ipsos MORI, 2010), some illuminating insights into what

‘informed’ public opinion on geoengineering may look like were identified (see also

Macnaghten and Szerszynski 2013; Pidgeon et al. 2013). Participants raised serious concerns

about the safety of SRM technologies, and a strong preference for more conventional, mitigation

options over geoengineering techniques tended to be expressed. Perceived ‘naturalness’ (and the

extent to which different geoengineering technologies were perceived as ‘interfering’ in nature)

was an important determinant of public perceptions (see also Macnaghten and Szerszynski

2013). Certain geoengineering proposals—like the use of ‘biochar’, or afforestation—were seen

as more natural, and therefore more acceptable, than others (such as the use of mirrors in space

to reflect sunlight), tallying with survey data suggesting that messing with nature is a prominent

public concern (Carr et al. 2012).

Reflecting on the Experiment Earth? findings, however, Corner et al. (2012) cautioned

against interpreting too simplistically the idea that some geoengineering technologies were

more ‘natural’ than others, as the framing of the different technologies by the group facilitators

may have unintentionally introduced this idea to participants. The analogies used to describe

certain technologies alluded very strongly to a ‘naturalness’, while others did not. In particular,

chemical vents for capturing carbon dioxide from the air were repeatedly described as

‘artificial trees’, while the release of sulphur particles into the stratosphere was reported to

participants as being ‘no different to a volcano’. Notably, support for the chemical capture of

1 Daniel Cressy reports on the cancellation of the UK’s ‘SPICE’ testbed: http://www.nature.com/news/

geoengineering-experiment-cancelled-amid-patent-row-1.10645
2 Google search of the terms ‘geoengineering’ and ‘artificial volcano’ conducted on 15/04/14 and returned

4,370 results.
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carbon dioxide increased during the deliberations, and stratospheric aerosol injection was

among the most popular SRM technologies (Ipsos MORI, 2010).

Further evidence that ideas about naturalness are likely to shape attitudes towards

geoengineering was provided by Corner et al. (2013) in a qualitative research study of

members of the UK public. A series of public discussion groups (termed deliberative work-

shops) were conducted in 2012. One of the strongest themes to emerge was the question of

whether geoengineering represented an unprecedented intervention into nature (and what the

social and ethical consequences of this might be). Some participants argued that the appropri-

ate role for human technologies was to work in harmony with nature—and that any attempt to

control the climate was therefore wrong. Others countered that this was naive, or even

hypocritical, suggesting that humans have "messed with nature" in the past when it has suited

us, and that geoengineering could represent a way of giving nature a "helping hand" in fixing

the problem of climate change. There was no consensus on what constituted the natural, or

whether geoengineering was an inherently good or bad thing with regards to our relationship to

nature. But the "messing with nature" theme proved fertile ground for discussion.

Geoengineering is certainly not the first technology to provoke strong contestation about

the relationship between humans and nature (Macnaghten and Urry 1998), but it is not difficult

to see why concerns about ‘messing with nature’ and the issue of naturalness might play a

central role in shaping public perceptions of geoengineering (see also Hamilton 2013; Preston

2012). However, there has not yet been a study yet that has sought to directly compare and

measure the impact that framing geoengineering by analogy to natural processes has on public

perceptions.

In the current research, therefore, we conducted an experiment with an online sample of the

general public to test the impact of framing geoengineering by analogy to natural processes on

public views about geoengineering.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

412 UK participants were recruited using the online market research company Research Now

during the summer of 2013. Nationally representative quotas were obtained for key demo-

graphic variables including age (M=46.45), gender (58 % female), socio-economic group

(calculated on the basis of the vocation of the Chief Income Earner in their household),

ethnicity (92 % White; 4 % Asian the next largest group) and geographical region. 25 %

indicated that they would vote Labour at the next General Election (21 % Conservative 18 %

UKIP, 10 % Lib Dem and 6 % Green Party), indicating a spread of political views. 8 %

reported that they were a member of an environmental organisation.

2.2 Design, materials & procedure

After completing an online consent form, participants answered a series of demographic

questions (see participant quotas described above). Next, all participants completed a widely

used 12-item scale used to measure climate change scepticism (Whitmarsh 2011—see

Appendix 1, Electronic Supplementary Material). All items were rated using a 5 point scale

from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’. Two items relating to geoengineering knowledge

were included. The first asked whether participants had heard of the term geoengineering

previously (‘yes’ or ‘no’). The second asked participants to indicate on a 5 point scale how
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much they knew about geoengineering, from ‘I have not heard about geoengineering’ to ‘I

know a great deal about geoengineering’.

Participants were then presented with a screen that was described as containing a ‘factsheet’

titled ‘Geoengineering: a new approach for tackling climate change?’, ostensibly downloaded

from a (fictional) website climateinfo.org. (see Appendix 2, Electronic Supplementary

Material for the full factsheets). Each factsheet contained text describing some of the expected

risks of climate change and briefly outlining possible societal responses to it, including

mitigation, adaptation, and a third (new) option of geoengineering. Thus, geoengineering

was situated as one of three options for responding to climate change.

The penultimate paragraph of all versions of the factsheet described geoengineering as

follows:

Most geoengineering technologies have not yet been developed, and so there is a great

deal of uncertainty about their risks and benefits. There are likely to be some serious

risks and side effects associated with geoengineering (e.g. changes to global rainfall

patterns) but they are not yet well understood.

The final paragraph of each factsheet contained a brief quote from a (fictional) expert,

Professor North (described as a ‘leading atmospheric scientist’). Depending on the experi-

mental condition participants were randomly assigned to, Professor North’s ‘quote’ was

systematically varied (i.e., the framing manipulation).

In the experimental condition, two geoengineering technologies (stratospheric aerosol

injection and chemical carbon dioxide removal) were described by analogy to a natural process

(a volcanic eruption and a tree respectively). In a control condition, they were described using

standard, formal language deployed by scientists, and no natural analogy was included. We

took great care to change as few words as possible between experimental conditions, to

provide as direct a comparison as possible.

Natural analogy: experimental condition

One technology that we are working on acts like an artificial tree by breathing in

carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and then storing it underground. Another of our

ideas is to imitate the effect of a volcano, by releasing millions of tiny, reflective

particles into the highest part of our atmosphere. When a volcano erupts, there is a

temporary cooling effect, because certain particles (for example sulphur) reflect

sunlight. If a large number of tiny, reflective particles were sprayed into space, this

would have a cooling effect on the Earth’s temperature.

Standard description: control condition

One technology that we are working on involves a chemical process and large

industrial machinery to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and then store

it underground. Another idea we have is to inject millions of tiny, reflective particles

(also called aerosols) into the highest part of our atmosphere. Certain chemicals, for

example sulphur, reflect sunlight, although hydrogen sulphide would also have a

similar effect. If a large number of tiny, reflective particles were sprayed into space, this

would have a cooling effect on the Earth’s temperature.3

Following the factsheet, we included two sets of dependent measures.

3 It should be noted that the stratosphere (~10–50 km above the earth's surface) is not generally understood as

being ‘in space’. However, this more colloquial term was used in order to reduce the technicality of the

description for participants.
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The first set captured general views about geoengineering, including a question on

geoengineering support (‘To what extent would you support geoengineering as a response to

climate change?’—measured on a 5 point scale from ‘strongly support to ‘strongly oppose’),

and two other measures of attitudes towards geoengineering, both recorded on a 5 point scale

from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’: ‘Geoengineering will help the planet more than it

will hurt it’ (adapted from Mercer et al. 2011) and ‘The risks of geoengineering will outweigh

the benefits’.

The second set of measures was adapted from Mercer et al. (2011), and the questions

related specifically to the relationship between geoengineering and the natural world. All three

were recorded on a 5 point scale from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’: ‘The Earth's

temperature is too complicated to fix with one technology’; ‘Geoengineering is natural’; and

‘Humans should not be manipulating nature in this way’.

As value orientations play such a central role in public engagement with climate change

(Corner et al. 2014) and based on existing empirical work on perceptions of geoengineering

(e.g., Kahan et al. 2012), we anticipated that participants’ values would also be related to their

views on geoengineering. Values are typically defined as ‘guiding principles in the life of a

person’ following Schwartz (1992), and are measured using a values inventory. Values are

arranged into subsets based on extensive previous empirical and theoretical work (Schwartz

1992), and the most relevant ones for public engagement with climate change and

geoengineering are those that capture ‘self-enhancing’ values and ‘self-transcendent’ values

(self-transcendent values consistently predict positive engagement with climate change, while

self-enhancing values negatively predict climate change engagement—Corner et al. 2014). We

therefore used four items from the Schwartz (1992) values inventory which measure ‘self-

transcending’ values and four items which measure ‘self-enhancing’ values to capture these

opposing value orientations (see Appendix 1, Electronic Supplementary Material).

When participants had completed all the questions, they read a debriefing screen which

informed them of the purpose of the experiment, explained that they had been subject to a

minor deception (a fictitious website and ‘expert’ quotation), and provided some background

information about the motivation for the study.

3 Results

All the predictor variable scales used in the study had sufficient inter-item reliability to be

included in subsequent analyses (climate change scepticism α=0.92; self-enhancing values

α=0.66; self-transcending values α=0.79). Levels of knowledge about geoengineering were,

as expected, low. Although 26 % claimed to have heard of the term ‘geoengineering’, less than

2 % said they knew a ‘fair amount’ or a ‘great deal’ about it.

Figure 1 shows the mean ratings for both sets of dependent measures by experimental

condition, demonstrating a subtle but consistent pattern: framing geoengineering by analogy to

natural processes produced somewhat more positive views towards geoengineering on every

measure (three of the measures were negative statements about geoengineering, so lower

agreement indicates greater favourability). Taking the three general measures together, how-

ever, a MANOVA identified no significant overall effect of the experimental manipulation,

p>0.05.

Looking specifically at the ‘support for geoengineering’ measure (our primary dependent

variable) with an ANOVA, though, we examined the effect of the experimental manipulation

with levels of scepticism to establish main effects of these key variables and potential

interactions. Using experimental group and level of scepticism (median split) as independent
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variables, a significant effect of both the experimental manipulation, F (1, 408)=4.5, p<0.05,

and levels of scepticism, F (1, 408)=6.5, p<0.05, on ratings of support for geoengineering

was observed. As Fig. 2 shows, support for geoengineering was particularly high among

those low in scepticism, in the natural analogy condition. However, the interaction between

the two terms was non-significant. In an additional separate ANOVA, there were no

significant main effects of value orientation (self-transcending or self-enhancing) on ratings

of geoengineering, and no interaction between either value orientation and the experimental

manipulation (p>0.05 in all cases).
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Focussing again just on the ‘support for geoengineering’ measure, a linear regression

analysis was conducted to establish the factors that predicted support for geoengineering.

In addition to the experimental manipulation itself, the model included key demographic

variables (gender, age and socio-economic group4), scepticism and value scores, geoengineering

knowledge and the three ‘naturalness’ variables. Table 1 displays the results of the

regression, with blocks of variables entered sequentially. It shows that while the experi-

mental manipulation initially exerts a significant effect on support for geoengineering, the

large majority of the variance in geoengineering support is determined by the three

‘naturalness’ measures.

The extent to which participants saw geoengineering as natural was the strongest positive

predictor of support for geoengineering. Agreement that the Earth’s climate is too complex to

be fixed with one technology and that it is wrong to manipulate nature were the strongest

negative predictors of support for geoengineering. When these variables were introduced into

the regression, the effect of the experimental manipulation was no longer statistically

significant.

Age was negatively related to support for geoengineering, but there was no relationship

between gender, socio-economic status, or self-reported knowledge and geoengineering support.

Scepticism about climate change was negatively related to support for geoengineering, but this

relationship became non-significant when the naturalness variables were included in the model.

Similarly, although self-enhancing values were a positive predictor of geoengineering support,

this relationship was non-significant in the final model.

4 Discussion

We conducted an experiment to examine the effect of framing geoengineering technologies by

analogy to natural processes, on views about geoengineering. Our central finding was that

support for geoengineering was slightly—but significantly—higher when a natural analogy

was included in a description of geoengineering technologies. Furthermore, the factors that

most strongly predicted support for geoengineering were three measures that captured percep-

tions of the relationship between geoengineering and nature. Thus, we were able to provide the

first systematic evidence that framing geoengineering by analogy to natural processes is likely

to produce more positive attitudes among the general public. To the extent that communicators

may not wish to convey undue positivity, this finding suggests caution should be exercised if a

naturalness framing is deployed.

The manipulation in the study was very subtle: less than a dozen words were altered

between the two conditions (in a factsheet containing over 200 words in total). Thus, the

magnitude of the differences produced by the manipulation was small—and there is a history

of framing research producing experimental effects of quite limited magnitude (Druckman

2001). But if even a subtle change in language can produce a statistically significant effect,

then the impact of natural analogies in everyday discourse is likely to be substantially greater.

The value of the current study is in isolating and systematically comparing the effect of a

naturalness framing of geoengineering. It supports existing media (Nerlich and Jaspal 2012)

and qualitative analyses (Corner et al. 2013) that point to a central role for ideas about ‘nature’

in determining perceptions of geoengineering.

4 Preliminary investigation found no clear relationship between voting intention and views on geoengineering.

Rather than include voting intention as a set of dummy-coded variables in the regression, this variable has instead

been omitted from current analyses.
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Somewhat surprisingly, age—but not gender—was negatively related to support for

geoengineering. One speculative explanation is that the deeply futuristic idea of geoengineering

the climate is more alien and unfamiliar to older participants. An equally plausible explanation

is that older participants may have more experience of the hyperbole that often accompanies

emerging technologies, and are more likely to approach the idea of a technological ‘fix’ to a

highly complex social problem like climate change with greater cynicism. However, the finding

is difficult to explain based on the current data, and future research should aim to incorporate an

explicitly age-oriented focus to investigate it further.

An interesting relationship between scepticism, self-enhancing value orientations and

support for geoengineering was also observed: although scepticism negatively predicted

geoengineering support, participants scoring more highly on self-enhancing values

were more likely to favour it (although this relationship was not significant in the

regression analyses once the naturalness measures had been included). A common

explanation for scepticism about climate change is that climate policies such as the

regulation of industry threaten self-enhancing values and individualistic worldviews

(e.g., Kahan 2012). But the current study appears to show a dissociation between

scepticism and self-enhancing values in terms of support for geoengineering. This

suggests that geoengineering might represent a climate policy solution that does not

threaten self-enhancing values or individualistic worldviews (see also, Kahan et al. 2012).

However, given the limited impact of the value-orientation items overall in our analyses, more

work seems required to tease out the exact relationship between value orientations, scepticism

and support for geoengineering.

Although great care was taken in creating the materials for the framing manipulation, there

are methodological elements that could have been improved further. For example, while we

aimed for neutrality in the language used in the control condition, the inclusion of the term

‘injection’ (relating to the putative mechanism for deploying stratospheric aerosols) has its

own powerful metaphorical connotations. In Nerlich and Jaspal’s (2012) analysis of the

Table 1 Linear regression analysis of the factors that influence support for geoengineering as a response to

climate change

Predictor variables Model 1

(Beta)

Model 2

(Beta)

Model 3

(Beta)

Model 4

(Beta)

Model 5

(Beta)

Model 6

(Beta)

Exp group Natural vs. Standard 0.103* 0.115* 0.118* 0.111* 0.049 0.049

Demographics Gender 0.016 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.006

Age −0.218*** −0.195*** −0.183*** −0.119*** −0.117***

S.E. group 0.008 0.018 0.015 −0.026 −0.025

Scepticism Scepticism score −0.173** −0.160*** −0.172*** −0.065 −0.064

Values Self-enhancing 0.132*** 0.036 0.037

Self-transcending −0.006 0.073 0.071

Naturalness

measures

Temp complex −0.097* −0.102*

GeoNatural 0.385*** 0.382***

ManipNature −0.299*** −0.298***

Geoengineering

knowledge

0.035

Adjusted R square 0.011 0.056 0.074 0.082 0.431 0.431

Significance at p<0.05 is indicated by *. Significance at the p<0.01 level is indicated by ***
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dominant metaphors in media coverage of geoengineering, the idea of the planet as a body that

could be healed was prevalent. Medical terms like ‘inject’ are likely to prime this particular

conceptual interpretation, and this may have impacted on participants’ responses.

This study has only examined one popular framing device used to communicate about

geoengineering—future research could focus on others, such as the idea that geoengineering is a

response to a ‘climatic emergency’ (Markusson et al. 2013b). However, it has provided the first

experimental evidence that even a subtle difference in the wording of information about

geoengineering can influence subsequence judgements of favourability. If scientists, policy-

makers and civil society actors wish to communicate about geoengineering in a way that does not

convey an unduly positive impression of what is still a highly uncertain and deeply risky techno-

logical domain, then exercising caution when using analogies to natural processes is advised.
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